
Welcome To Day 1



From “The Matrix”



It will be my honor to be your 
Morpheus over the next 5 days...



I’m going to lead you down 
one helluva “rabbit hole”



Keep in mind that The Red Pill did not 
give Neo information, ideas or concepts
It set something into motion that helped 
Neo awaken to and Experience The Truth



That’s the kind of gift you’ll receive here



Flow Of The Experience …
•Today: Foundation building, Introductions, a brief review of 

The Teachings,  The Structure Of Reality - Part 1

•Day 2:  The Structure Of Reality - Part 2

•Day 3:  The Structure Of Reality - Part 3,  Opening The 
Gateway To Ultimate Freedom, and “My Story”

•Day 4: Making The Leap Into Ultimate Freedom 

•Day 5:  Making The Leap Into Ultimate Freedom Part 2, 
“What It’s Like,” Dotting A Few I’s and Crossing  A Few T’s



I’d like to invite you to think of 
this Experience as if it were …

A mystery story or thriller with 
a surprise ending … 



•There will be twists and turns … 

•Clues to the final outcome will be given … 

•The energy will build and build … 

•As layer after layer of detail is added … 

•You may think you know where it’s going to end 
up, but then … 

•Odds are, you’ll be surprised by the ending



Logistics …
• Breakfast is served at 8AM 

• We’ll start each morning promptly at 9AM  

• We’ll end when we end, my target is 6PM, but ... 

• You’ll have 15 minute breaks and a 1 hour lunch break 

• The average session length will be 90 minutes 

• Each day will end with a 28 minute “closed eye process” 
to support integration of Experience content



House Logistics …
• Breakfast, lunch and dinner 

• Bathrooms 

• Extra “supplies” (bathrooms and kitchen) 

• Options on breaks 

• Water bottles 

• Tap water and the water “ionizer”



House Logistics …

•Cleanliness and trash 

•Pour out liquids before putting cups in trash 

•Rotate seats each session and for movies, please 

•Exploring the house … 

•“Stink Bugs” …



Please let Nancy or me know if 
there’s anything else we can do …

To enhance your Experience and 
comfort …



2 Movie Nights And 1 Matinee …

•Tonight (8PM) 

•Sunday Night (8PM) 

•Tuesday Afternoon (after lunch) 

•Popcorn will be served 

•These are optional, technically, but super 
highly recommended!



Audio And Video …
•After this Experience ends, you’ll get access to all 

the Sedona live event video and audio online … 

•Reviewing the Experience one or more times may 
be VERY supportive for you 

•You’ll also get access to the closed eye process 
soundtracks, and a few other surprise goodies ...



Show Of Hands ...
• How many of you have attended a live event of mine before? 

• How many of you have read one or more Harry Potter books? 

• How many of you have seen one or more of the Harry Potter 
movies so you know the story? 

• How many of you have seen The Matrix film? 

• How many of you are familiar with the Phase 2/Busting Loose 
Teachings?



Ask plenty of 
questions …

They’re very 
important to this 
process …

For reasons 
you’ll discover 
more about 
tomorrow …



If This 
Experience 
Was A Song

This Screen 
Would Be My 
“Guitar”



I “Play It” A Lot ...
• I’ll display slides like this, read many of them, and add 

additional commentary ...

• To give you numerous multimedia and multi-sensory gifts

•To impact your “Mind Machine” in deep and profound ways

• I’ve learned that this is what “works” best and gives you 
the greatest long-term gifts and value                         + 

•The slides also keep me on track ... 





I have no idea how 
long anything will 
take …

Especially how many 
questions I’ll get, or 
how long it will take 
to answer them ...

So, please be flexible 
on daily ending times



If you’ve studied other 
spiritual teachings like …
•Non-Duality

•Advaita

•Vedanta

•Buddhism

•Taoism

•Others …



You may see some “similar” ideas 
and concepts discussed at times …

But I predict you’ll conclude they’ve 
been evolved, enhanced, and taken into 
a new “place” through this Experience



Ultimate Freedom is not about 
memorizing ideas and concepts ...

And being able to get A’s on tests



It’s about ...



5 days of …
That change you 
as you go through 
them …



Changes that will …



If you’re new to me or the Phase 3 
Teachings, be prepared ...

Literally ... 

(as you’ll start 
seeing tomorrow)



You May Feel Like This Has Happened With Your 
Current Belief Systems Over The Next 5 Days...



There’s No Need To Take 
Notes Here!



You will get access to all the 
presentation slides in full color



I’ve Had Deep Personal  
Experience With ...

Everything I Share …



Even the most “outlandish” parts!

There’s no “theory” here!

I’ve actually Seen, Experienced, 
and Done everything myself ...



Introductions



Your name

Where you’re from

Reason(s) for being here, as best 
as you understand it consciously

Anything else you’d like us to 
know



How I Got “Here”



Over the last 12 years ...
•This pattern has repeated in my story ...

•Been there, done that ...

•Experience it to a very deep degree personally …

•So there’s no question I can’t answer from Experience

•Then pop up and offer a debrief (book, course, event)

•This is my latest debrief ... 

•About a “quantum leap” that was taken in 2012 and 
continues to ripple out now ...



Looking back, it seems as if …  +



After boarding that train, 
my life moved like many 
others have ...



Trying to “succeed” ... 

Trying to change, fix and improve 
my life, finances and career ...

Trying to discover The Truth 
and fully embrace “spirituality”



“Change, Fix, 
Improve”

Spirituality 
and Truth

In my 20’s and 30’s



Then the scales began to tip
Spirituality 
and Truth

“Change, Fix, 
Improve”



It Became Clear To Me That 
There Are 2 Paths You Can Take 
Through Life ...

1. The Change, Fix, And Improve Path

2. The Truth Path



On the change, fix, and improve 
path, your life is driven by goals, 
objectives ...

And wanting to find a magic formula 
to produce specific results on demand



Including “spiritual” goals like 
experiencing bliss, enlightenment, 
awakening, Oneness, etc.



The change, fix and improve 
path is dominated by techniques 
and strategies ... 

Steps for you to take, things for 
you to do, things for you to 
“practice,” to get what you want



There's a never-ending assembly 
line of new “magic” techniques, 
strategies and practices ...

There has been throughout 
history …



The Old Standbys Have Been 
Around Forever ...
• Visualization 

• Affirmations 

• Changing beliefs 

• Thought and Mind Control 

• Meditation 

• “Manifestation” and “Attraction” techniques ...



Whenever we get ahold of a 
technique that looks promising ...

We get excited and throw ourselves 
into using it to get what we think 
we want ...



And then REALITY sets in



There are 2 BIG problems with the 
change, fix, and improve path ...



1. The techniques don't work  
reliably …

I seem to be one of the few people 
willing to be brutally honest about 
that ...

They never have,  and they 
never will ...



2. The list of things you want to 
change, fix and improve never 
ends …

It never has, and it never will ...



There's always something else in your life 
that isn't OK as it is ...

There's always something that would 
make your life better if it were different 
or gone ...

There's always something you think would 
make your life better if it showed up instead 
of what is showing up ...



So, if the list of things you want to 
change, fix and improve never ends

And the techniques don't work 
reliably ...

What’s the inevitable result from 
walking the change-fix-improve path?



• Exhaustion

• Frustration

• Resentment

• Anger

• Unhappiness

• Being down on “self-help” and “spirituality”

• And the teachers and coaches who share it 
with you



The Change, Fix, And Improve Path 
Leads To Dead End After Dead End



“Enlightenment”

Van Morrison



Odds are, you know what I mean, 
and what Van sang about, because 
you’ve experienced it in the past ...

Odds are, you’re still experiencing 
dead end roads right now ...



If you haven't, you will ...

It’s guaranteed!







The Truth Path ...
•Is the ONLY way out of the dead end 

“rat race” I just sketched ... 

•Is the ONLY way to get what you 
REALLY want …  

•Is the ONLY way to Experience 
Ultimate Freedom 



The Truth Path ...
• Ultimately reveals The Truth 

• Generally after what seems like an “arduous” journey 

• And when Truth begins to “shine” in 

• Change-fix-improve details take care of themselves ... 

• In miraculous, extraordinary and surprising ways ... 

• That you’ll be thrilled with … 

• No matter how it happens or what it looks like



My train ultimately 
switched tracks and 
took me off the 
change-fix-improve 
path ...

And onto The 
Truth Path ...



During the next 5 days, I’ll show 
you what I discovered when I got 
off the train ...



Let’s be crystal clear ...



What this Experience 
is not ...



This Event Is Not About ...
• How to make more money or get out of debt 

• How to get ahead in your career or business 

• How to heal an illness or overcome a physical challenge 

• How to lose weight 

• How to find your soul mate or improve a relationship 

• How to “manifest” or solve problems ... 

• On and on with the “change-fix-improve” mentality

Although one or more of those 
things can manifest afterwards ...



There are 20 zillion other 
people out there ...

Screaming they can help you 
with change-fix-improve 
dynamics ...



If that’s what you want ...

You came to the wrong place!



That’s not the gift I 
have to give you …



That’s not what ...

Ultimate Freedom ...

Is all about!



Again, this Experience, and the 
aftermath, are not about ...
•Tools and techniques …

•Practices, methods and systems …

•Taking a “linear” journey (even when it seems 
to be linear) …

•Ideas and concepts (although many will be 
shared as “first steps”) ...



Many people collect ideas and concepts 
and can pass many tests, but they don’t 
Experience True Transformation

I was once like that



Other people love 
watching ideas and 
concepts “dance” 
with each other in 
The Mind ...

I was once like 
that too



From “The Matrix”



Don’t worry if you feel confused, 
fried or overloaded at times!



The emphasis for the 
next 5 days will ALWAYS 
be on …

Key Point ...

What you can actually 
observe in your own direct, 
personal experience ...



Repeated for emphasis ...



The emphasis for the 
next 5 days will ALWAYS 
be on …

Key Point ...

What you can actually 
observe in your own direct, 
personal experience ...



I’m here to help 
you re-discover 
and re-Experience 
The Truth

The Whole Truth

And nothing but 
The Truth





Again, Like Morpheus





The Truth is revealed by 
removing something ...





Not by creating …

Manifesting …

Understanding … 

Or “becoming” something 
you’re not now!



When I say “remove something,” 
I’m NOT talking about ...

• Changing beliefs 

• Installing new 
empowering beliefs 

• Healing ... 

• Clearing karma ... 

• Etc.

Although it 
can sometimes 
look and seem 
similar …



I Am talking about ...
•Dissolving lies, illusions and stories ... 

•Removing what’s blocking you from 
Experiencing Ultimate Freedom ...

•So you can Experience Ultimate Freedom

•All the time ...

•No matter what’s happening inside or 
around you



The “Magic Trick” Revealed ...



Hard to believe?

True anyway?

Yep!

Maybe ...



The Truth will never 
be understood by 
The Mind ...

The best we can do is 
use models that get us 
close enough to provide 
practical value ...



Key Point:

I’m Offering A Model That Gets You Close 
Enough To The Truth To Give You 

H-U-G-E Practical Value …



Key Point:

As a “crutch” until you actually 
Experience The Truth  Yourself



But It’s Just A Model …
You Can “Break It” If You Want To ...

You Can Argue 
With It All Day 
Long If You Want 
To ...



You Can Poke Lots Of Holes In It 
If You Want To ...



This Experience Is about ...



Opening a portal into Ultimate Freedom



The Key To Opening A Portal Is ...



What’s A “Virus”?



You’re probably familiar 
with the term “virus” ...

As it applies to the body 
and computers …



When a “virus” is introduced into 
the body …

It interacts with cells and has a 
harmful or corrupting influence 
on them ...

In short, it changes how the cells 
in the body function





With a computer virus, a piece 
of “code” is introduced that 
has a detrimental effect ...



Such as corrupting or 
deleting files ...

In short, a computer virus changes 
how a computer functions



In both cases, one element 
interacts with other elements ...

And has a profound impact on 
them that spreads quickly



With both types of viruses, 
you don’t “do” anything ...

It all just happens …



Viruses in the body and on 
computers are considered 
“bad” and “destructive” ...



The Truth Virus 
operates similarly ...

It has “positive” and 
transformative impact ...

But it’s “good” ... 



What Is …



The Truth Virus is 
like The Red Pill ...



We’ll get more specific 
on that tomorrow …



Because Introducing 
The Truth Virus Is All 
That Counts ...



• It doesn’t matter if you understand or remember everything 
I share 

• It doesn’t matter if you agree with everything I share 

• It doesn’t matter if you like everything I share 

• It doesn’t matter if you have “negative reactions” to what I 
share 

•All that matters is ULTIMATE FREEDOM

• Plus, terms like understand, remember, agree, like, and 
reactions will have entirely different meanings for you soon ... 



Repeated for emphasis …



• It doesn’t matter if you understand or remember everything 
I share 

• It doesn’t matter if you agree with everything I share 

• It doesn’t matter if you like everything I share 

• It doesn’t matter if you have “negative reactions” to what I 
share 

•All that matters is ULTIMATE FREEDOM

• Plus, terms like understand, remember, agree, like, and 
reactions will have entirely different meanings for you soon ... 



Deploying The 
Truth Virus isn’t 
for everyone …



Because it’ll push on 
EVERYTHING you’ve 
thought to be true about ... 

Why?



• Yourself 

• The World 

• Other people 

• Your “relationship” to The World and other 
people 

• How the events of your life REALLY get created 

• Your ability to “make things happen” 

• On and on ...



And not everyone is interested, 
committed, or courageous enough 
to “go there” ...



Since you’re here ...

Introducing or fully deploying 
The Truth Virus must be part 
of your story 



A “Non-Linear” Experience
•You may feel confused at times or a lot ... 

•Everything may not “make sense” ... 

•You may wonder ... 

•“Why is he sharing ‘X’?” 

•Or ...

•“What does ‘X’ have to do with Ultimate Freedom?”



All I’s may not be dotted  
and all T’s may not be crossed



By the end, you’ll have 
discovered ... 

Despite any confusion that 
may appear ...

An amazingly bright light at 
the end of the “tunnel” 
you’ve been in all your life



No matter how technical, 
esoteric or impractical I may 
seem to get ...

I always bring it back to the 
practical ...



But we will return to the “practical”

In short, we will go way “out there” ...



All of this came from my need 
to discover The Truth ...

My need to bring it all back to 
a practical place for myself!

My need to find answers to 
Big Questions ...



“The Unified Field Theory”...

Or,  “A Theory Of Everything” 
(“TOE”) in physics …

I realized I had always been 
seeking something like ...



One Truth that would unify, clarify, 
link and explain ...

All the spiritual, metaphysical, 
and esoteric philosophies, models, 
teachings, etc.



To my bias …

Ultimate Freedom …

 Is “IT”



Let’s talk About “Freedom”



It’s one of the most coveted 
experiences in the entire 
Human Story ...



From my own personal experience, 
and working with 1000s of people 
worldwide ...

The desire for Freedom may be the 
greatest hunger we humans have ...



We have a hunger to feel like this ...



But most of us live and 
FEEL like this in our daily 
lives instead ...





Or this ...





Or this ...





We Don’t Feel We Can ...

•“Be” or express who we really are 

•Let others see The Real Us 

•Say what we want to say 

•Or how we want to say it 

•Do what we want to do 

•Or how we want to do it

The fear of 
“consequences” 
is so strong!



We’ve all become 
masters at self-editing, 
restraint, compression …

And wearing “masks”



We Spend Most Of Our Lives
• Trying to get out of our boxes (or at least expand them) 

• Trying to remove our straitjackets (or at least loosen them) 

• Fighting with our thoughts 

• Fighting with our emotions 

• Fighting with our bodies 

• Fighting with others, trying to get them to do what we want 

• Fighting with The World, trying to get it to do what we want ...



And losing all the fights!





Wars have been fought for Freedom



Laws have been passed to protect it



Governments and politicians 
have been overthrown for 
restricting or denying it ...



•People have been killed for Freedom

•Relationships have begun and ended because of it

•Families have been destroyed or disrupted over it

•People have taken or quit jobs because of its absence 

•Arguments, fights, debates and speeches have focused 
on it

•Anger, rage, frustration, and resentment have been felt 
because of its absence



HUGE amounts of time, 
energy and money have 
been invested to “earn” it



Lifetimes have been 
spent in pursuit of it ...



But here’s the thing ...



There are 3 Big Problems 
with actually Experiencing 
Freedom ...

Ultimate Freedom

True Freedom



First ...

What is it?

What is “Freedom”?



It seems like we know ...



It seems like the 
definition is 
“Duh, obvious ...”



Except it’s not ...

The definition of Freedom is 
actually surprisingly elusive



•Is it freedom “from” something? 

• Is it freedom to “do” something? 

• Is it being able to “act” in certain ways? 

• Is it having so much money that you have lots 
of choices? 

• Is it about where you live … 

•Or what sex, race or creed you are?





It’s none of those things ...

Or any of the other related 
or likely candidates ...



Even if you got what you think 
Freedom is, it wouldn’t work 
the magic or fulfill you ...



Ultimate Freedom

True Freedom

Is something radically different



As you’ll have the opportunity 
to discover and Experience 
over the next 5 days ...



Problem #2 with Experiencing 
Ultimate Freedom …



Even if you know 
what it is ...



How do you get “there”?



Where you 
are now

The consistent 
Experience of 
Ultimate Freedom



There’s a 3rd problem with actually 
Experiencing Ultimate Freedom …



Even if you know what it is, 
and how to get “there” ...



There’s Usually What Feels Like ...

Blocking your progress



Or, you get stuck in ...



The blocks, force 
fields and quicksand 
pits have nothing to 
do with ...

Money, age, your 
career, relationships, 
gender, race, creed, 
or where you live ...



The blocks, force 
fields and quicksand 
pits have nothing to 
do with ...

What’s usually called 
the subconscious 
mind or your beliefs



Until you find out what’s 
really blocking you ...

From Experiencing Ultimate 
Freedom ...



Until you remove 
those blocks ...



Until you discover where 
the quicksand pits are, 
how to avoid them ...



And how to get a helping hand 
to escape if you get stuck ...



Nothing will change for you



Nothing!



• No matter how hard you try to be Free 

• No matter how badly you want to be Free 

• No matter what techniques or strategies you use 
trying to Free yourself 

• No matter how many other people appear to be 
“free” after using various techniques and 
strategies ... 

• Or having lots of money ...

Sorry to be so blunt, but you 
deserve to know The Truth



Because we think we 
know what Freedom is ...



We never closely examine it ...

Just like we don’t closely examine 
so many other things about The 
Human Story ...



But you must closely 
examine it ...

If you want to Experience 
Ultimate Freedom ...



In the next 5 days ...

We’ll take a super close look at 
what Freedom really is, what it 
really isn’t ...



And how YOU can experience 
The Real Thing ...

Ultimate Freedom ...



No matter what’s happening 
in your life ...

On a consistent basis ...



It’s possible The Truth about Freedom 
will surprise you, shock you, disturb 
you, maybe even piss you off ...



Part of you might even get 
angry at me …

Or judge me harshly for what 
I show you ...



But it’s about time someone 
told you The Truth ...



And it’s about time you had the 
opportunity to actually Experience 
Ultimate Freedom...



Through This Experience ...
•I’ll show you what Ultimate Freedom really is 

• I’ll show you what’s blocking the Experience of it

•I’ll show you how the blocks can be removed 

•I’ll show you where the quicksand pits are ...

•I’ll show you how they can be avoided ...  

•I’ll show you how to get a helping hand to escape if 
you still get stuck ... like I did many times!



And a lot more ...



Ultimate Freedom is 
like a gigantic drop in 
the “pond” of your 
life …

That ripples out and 
affects everything 
else in your life ...



The Odds Are ...
• No one has ever spoken to you like I’ll speak to you here 

• No one has ever told you what I’ll be telling you here 

• Or if they did, there was no practical way ... 

•That works ...

• To take action on what they said 

• And Experience True, Real and lasting “benefits”



Prepare To Be Shocked  
By What I Reveal To You 
Here …



Key Point ...



I



Am



Biased
!!!!!!!!!!!!



We Are All ...

To Be Biased ...



I used to think there was one 
Truth ...

I might not have known what 
it was ...

But there was ONE “Way It Is” 
out there ...



I discovered I was incorrect



Here we will discuss, See and 
Experience one Truth, one “Way” 
it can be ...

The Truth and Way I was Shown ...



Since you’re here ...

There must be something about that 
Truth and Way that’s supportive to 
your unfolding Story ...



I’ll explain more about what 
I mean as we go through the 
5 days ...



Please Understand ...
• The blocks, walls and force fields preventing you 

from Experiencing Ultimate Freedom ... 

• Are so strong ...  

• The quicksand pits are so sticky ... 

• The lies, illusions, and stories about “reality” are 
so dense … 

• So seductive … 

• And so locked into place ...



That it takes something earth 
shattering to “remove” them ...



It takes Experiences ...



Persistent, relentless, 
explosive Experiences ...

Over time ...



There will be the opportunity to 
have MANY such Experiences over 
the next 5 days, and beyond ...



The Experiences here will keep rippling 
out with impact after you leave ...



A Review Of The Earlier 
Teachings ...

For “Newbies” and in preparation for 
taking experienced Players deeper



I embraced the model I’ll be 
reviewing …

And I used the set of tools that 
accompanied it for many years



That’s what opened the gateway 
to Ultimate Freedom for me 



Embracing the earlier model and 
tools for multiple years is not a 
prerequisite for Ultimate Freedom

But you need to know that’s what 
got me “there” …



I’m going to move through 
this quickly ...

Lots more information on the model 
and tools is available through my 
website, books, and online courses



You’ve Probably 
Heard Something 
Like This Before ...

“We Are Spiritual 
Beings Having A 
Physical Experience”



I Call It “The Human Game”
Or “The Human Story”



Games Are Played On “Fields,” 
Courts, Courses, Boards, Etc.



The “Playing Field” For The Human Game Is ... 

The Physical Universe, Including The Visible 
And Invisible Components Thereof ... 



None of it is “real”

It’s all a creation of The “Infinite 
Being” Or Consciousness That We 
Really Are

Just like Hollywood and novelists 
create illusory characters and 
worlds for us that appear real ...



It’s all there, just like Walt 
Disney World ...

To provide an EXTRAORDINARY 
opportunity …

For play, exploration and creative 
expression



Like football has 4 quarters, 
baseball has 9 innings, tennis 
has sets, and golf has 18 holes ...

The Human Game Has 3 
“Phases” …



Phase 1 ...

Is All About Limitation 
And Restriction In All 
Aspects Of Your Life

You Are Very Familiar 
With Phase 1!



I spent 46+ years in Phase 1



Phase 1 ...
✦ Is About Exploring The Possibilities Of What It’s 

Like To Be The Opposite Of Who You Really Are, 
Meaning ...

✦ Not Being Powerful

✦ Not Being Wise

✦ Not Being Abundant

✦ Not Being Happy/Peaceful/Serene

✦ On and on ...

Does that seem crazy? 

It’s actually fascinating, an 
extraordinary opportunity ...



In Phase 1, every possible “What would 
happen if _____________” scenario …

From every possible perspective, angle 
and point of view …

That holds interest for Consciousness is 
played with and explored ...



Look around you, everything is 
being explored to deeper and 
deeper levels ... 



As more and more “What would 
happen if ________” scenarios are 
explored …

With relationships, technology, 
sports, health and wellness, 
business, economics, war, etc.



If you look at history, you see, over and 
over …

 “What would happen if _____” scenarios 
being explored to exhaustion ...

 Then a new game beginning, etc.



From “Star Trek: Deep Space 9”



As long as you’re in Phase 1, 
you’ll never experience 
freedom at all, much less 
Ultimate Freedom ...

Never!



Why?
Because that’s not the 
goal or point of Phase 1!



“Ultimate Limitation” 
is the goal of Phase 1!



How were we convinced that we 
were the opposite of who we 
really are ...

And the illusory playing field 
for The Human Game was 
real and had power over us?



I’m fond of explaining it 
like this ...

It was an extraordinary 
“magic trick” ...

Sleight of hand in 
Consciousness ...





The Sun ...

✦ Is Always There

✦ Is Always Shining Its Light

✦ Is Always Full Of Power 

✦ Is Always Full Of Heat

✦ Is Always Full Of Energy



It’s just blocked from view at 
times by clouds, eclipses, and 
nighttime …

Remove the block and presto!

There it is in all its glory!



The same thing is True for you and the 
Experience of Ultimate Freedom …

Ultimate Freedom doesn’t need to 
be …

Earned, developed, evolved into, or 
given to you by a guru or Teacher ...



You just just need to knock 
out the cloud cover!

And it’s right there ...

Like it always has been 





However, the “cloud cover” 
obscuring Ultimate Freedom 
isn’t what you may think ...

Even if you’re a Phase 2 Player



To Keep You Away From The Truth 
And Ultimate Freedom In Phase 1 ...

But It Can Be 
Unlocked And 
Disabled!

An Elaborate 
“Security System” 
Had To Be Created ...





To Who You Really Are, everything 
you think you want is no big deal ...



• Happiness 

• Love 

• Spirituality 

• Success, wealth and 
abundance 

• Health 

• On and on ...

I’m not judging or 
poo-pooing any of 
these experiences

I’m just telling The 
Truth about them ...

They’re no big deal 
to Who You Really 
Are ...



To Who You Really Are, everything 
you dislike and want to change, fix, 
improve, or stop is delicious ...





Phase 2 ...
✦ “The Drilling Operation”
✦ Going Into The Cloud Cover
✦ Drilling Through It
✦ Undermining The Structural Integrity Of It
✦ Poking Holes In It ...
✦ Knocking Out Chunks Of It
✦ So The Sun And “Ultimate Freedom” Can Shine In



I spent 8 years in Phase 2



Phase 3 ...
✦ “Playing In The Sunshine”

✦ Which Means Living And Breathing ...

✦ Truth

✦ And What I’m Now Calling Ultimate Freedom

✦ Ultimate Freedom Is The Sunshine

✦ Not What It Shines On ...

✦ Ultimate Freedom Is Who And What “You” Really Are ...



I’ve been in Phase 3, as best 
as I can tell, for 3 years





What happens with many 
people who embrace the 
Phase 2 Teachings ...

Including me when I was 
actively using them ...



You “get” the core message 
about who you really are and 
what’s really going on ...



But ...



You Still Believe You’re Driving The Bus Of Your Life, Or ... 

You Still Really Want To Be The One Driving The Bus ...  

You Act As If Your Thoughts, Feelings, Desires, And Preferences Are 
Real … They “Matter” … And They’re “Yours” … 

You Act As If You’re Not Already “Busted Loose” And Must 
Therefore Do Something To Bust Loose … 

You Act As If  You’re Not Already “The Sun” And Must Therefore Do 
Something To Experience The Sun … 

You Act As If  Who You Really Are ... And Who You Think You Are  ...  
Are Separate And Live In Different “Places” …



“If You’re Aware Of It,  You Are Creating It”

We Now Need To Go More Deeply Into What “Creating” Really 
Means

“Expanded Self,” “Consciousness,” And “Infinite Being”

We Now Need To Go More Deeply Into What Those Terms 
Really Point To

“You”, “Yourself”, “The Player”

We Now Need To Take a Closer Look At What Those References 
Really Mean And Point To

In the earlier Teachings, we talked 
a lot about ...



In short, we 
need to go 
much deeper



We talked 
about  ...



“Expansion”

We Need To Go More Deeply Into What “Expansion” 
Really Means

“You Came Here To Play A Game”

We Need To Go More Deeply Into What “Came 
Here” And “Playing A Game” Mean

Infinite Power, Infinite Wisdom, Infinite Abundance, And True Joy

We Need To Go More Deeply Into What Those Terms 
Really Point To



“Convince Yourself You’re The Opposite Of Who You Really Are”

We Need To Go More Deeply Into What “Opposite” 
Really Means

“The Cloud Cover Blocks Your Experience Of Truth And The 
Natural State”

We Need To Go More Deeply Into What “Cloud 
Cover” Really Means, And What’s Really “In It”

“I Am The Power And Presence Of God/Consciousness”

We Need To Go More Deeply Into What “I,” “God” 
and “Consciousness” mean and point to



Power + Pattern = Illusion

We Need To Expand Our View Of What “Manifestation” 
Really Means

“Sun And Clouds”

We Need To Expand Our View Of Those Terms And 
What The Metaphor Itself Really Means

“Knocking Out The Cloud Cover”

We Need To Expand Our View Of What That Really 
Means Too ...



What is the “pattern” really? 
And How Is It Created?



We will go 
much deeper 
over the next 
5 days ...



the earlier Teachings were very 
important, Very Powerful ...

They were just the tip of a 
gigantic “iceberg” ...

And I Discovered, Much To My 
Surprise ...



In the next 5 
days, I’ll show 
you what I 
Discovered 
beneath the 
surface ...



What I used to call “Expanded Self” 
or “Consciousness” ...

I now call “True Creative Essence”

For reasons you’ll soon see 



I’d now like to plant a few seeds 
about what True Creative 
Essence is ...

How it creates “us” and the entire 
playing field for The Human Game



This is just seed planting
We’ll water and grow the 
seeds in the days to follow



“What follows is a dissertation on the Unspeakable.  

It is an attempt to describe the Undescribable; to capture 
with words that which cannot be captured; the Unutterable.  

As such, it is destined to fall short.  

That having been said, let us now proceed.” 

- Wu Hsin, An Interlude In Eternity



True Creative Essence



True Creative Essence 
doesn’t just shape Itself 
into the final product …

It also shapes Itself into 
the building blocks of the 
final product too …          +



“Powers Of 10”



If You “Dive” Into Anything 
Like That …
• Where do you end up? 

• True Creative Essence (What Scientists Call “The Field”) … 

• An Intelligence or Force had to have assembled the building 
blocks in just the right way to create just the right “matter”… 

• What was It? 

• True Creative Essence …



The same thing is is true for anything 
or anyone in the visible world … 

And anything or anyone that appears 
in the invisible world …



Let’s now
look closely ...



The Structure Of “Reality”

At ...



Let’s go deeply now into how 
True Creative Essence shapes 
itself into ... and “writes” ...

The Human Story

The Greatest Story Ever Told …



Inner Space Story Space

While We’re Awake And Aware, The 
Human Experience At Its Core …



One 
Gigantic 
“Space”

The 2 “Spaces” Aren’t Really Separate

In Truth Or in how 
we perceive 
them



But we’ll discuss them as if 
they’re separate for a while ...

For “practical” purposes



Story Space

Let’s first discuss …



In short, everything that 
appears to be outside of 
you appears “in” Story 
Space...



To have a physical Human Experience, 
True Creative Essence had to create a 
physical “human” …

Which meant creating “the human 
body” …



Ironically perhaps, 
“your” body appears  
in Story Space too …

More to come on 
this ...



The body was created 
to be the “vehicle of 
perception” for Story 
Space …



Nothing can be perceived as being 
“out there” in Story Space unless ...



These are all “sensors”



Designed to receive specific 
types of “data” only …



But as you now know, it’s all just 
True Creative Essence …

Shaping Itself into the waves of 
energy and information ...

We’re convinced The World 
is “out there” …



The brain receives that 
energy and information 
from the sensors, and 
then ...

Processes and translates 
it into what appears as 
Story Space …



It’s an amazing illusion …



Quantum physics is verifying 
it to a shocking degree …

Most scientists and doctors 
know that, and  …



For the next video clip, think 
of “electromagnetism” as 
“waves of energy” …



The Triangle



“The world” does not 
and cannot exist 
without “you” ...

Without “your” 
sensors and “your” 
brain …

Assembling the waves of 
energy and information 
they picked up …



Repeated for emphasis …



“The world” does not 
and cannot exist 
without “you” ...

Without “your” 
sensors and “your” 
brain …

Assembling the waves of 
energy and information 
they picked up …



We think there’s a “world” 
out there ...

But there’s not ...

To repeat for emphasis ...



It’s all just waves of 
electromagnetic energy 
and information ...



You can also think of the creation of 
Story Space like a satellite TV signal 
and a flat screen TV ...



That’s why some or all of Story Space 
disappears when you sleep, you’re 
unconscious, blind, deaf, numbed, etc.

The sensors are turned off then, 
and the brain doesn’t have anything  
to process (in the story) ...



TCE as waves of energy and information

Brain

“We” become aware of something we think 
is “out there” in Story Space

Body Sensor



“One is the knower of the world through 
the sense organs, the sense organs 
through the mind, and the mind and its 
activity through Knowing Itself.” 

- Wu Hsin



You can also think of the 
creation of Story Space like ...



We rarely think about it ...

But something 
magical happens 
when we read ...



Books only contain black 
symbols on white paper ...

But there is “energy” and 
information linked to the 
symbols by the author ...



As you read, the energy and 
information ...

Gets processed and translated 
into people, places, things and 
action in your “mind” ...

Or what you call “imagination”...



Like an author, True Creative 
Essence shapes Itself into 
specific patterns of energy and 
information ...



What we used to call 
“Patterns in The Field” …



And shapes Itself into the brain and 
“imagination” as the processors of 
those patterns (in the story) …



So the precise Story Space It wants 
to play with and explore appears ...



True Creative 
Essence



And we, of course, think 
it’s all solid and real ...



So, “you” aren’t really this …





“You” are really something 
more like this …





I could spend all 5 of our 
days on this, but I’ll leave 
it there for now ...

And come back to it on days 
4 and 5 ...



Inner Space



If you close your eyes and become 
aware of what’s there …

What I call Inner Space …

What do you become aware of? 



If you’re able to See what’s really 
there … 

What you See is a vast space with 
no beginning and no end ...



There seems to be up-down, front-back, 
right-left in Inner Space ...

But if you look closely, Inner Space is so 
infinite in scope that those terms don’t 
have much meaning ...



Inner Space is always there 

It never changes

It doesn’t move

It’s just there

Still and quiet you could say



Everything else we’ll talk 
about in a minute appears ...

In Inner Space ...



In this way, Inner Space could be compared to 
a movie, television, computer or smartphone 
screen ...

People, places, things, images, sounds and 
colors appear and move on those screens ...



But the screens themselves never 
change, never move ...

The screens are not the person, 
place, thing, image, sound, or color 
that appears on them ...



Just like people, places, things, 
images, sounds and colors appear 
and move on screens ... 

You can observe 3 appearances in 
Inner Space while you’re in 
ordinary, waking consciousness: 

1. Thoughts 
2. Emotions/Feelings 
3. Bodily Sensations



Thoughts

Feelings

Sensations

The “Content” Of Inner Space



Thoughts



If you look closely, you’ll notice 
that thoughts are something that 
appear in Inner Space ...

Apparently out of nowhere ...

And they seem to take several 
forms ...



Photos

videos

Words

Sound And Voices

Thought Balls

The Shapes Thoughts Take …



What are “thoughts” 
made of?



The same “Raw Material” 
as Story Space!

It’s all just True Creative 
Essence in motion ...



True Creative Essence is 
the Space and all the 
appearances within it …



It Seems Like Thoughts 
“Happen” In Your Head

But They Don’t!



That’s Just Part Of The Story

They “Appear” In Inner Space  
Which Is Very Different



Verify this for yourself now



Most Of What We Call 
“The Mind” ... 

Is Just Thoughts Appearing 
In Inner Space ... 

That Seem To Dance Or 
Fight With Each Other ...



If you really look closely, it’s 
fascinating to see that thoughts 
come and go ...

And have very short shelf lives ...  



Even though they often 
seem to “drive us crazy”



Much more to come on this ...



Feelings



For our purposes here, you must 
ask yourself ... 

“What is it that appears in Inner 
Space that I call emotions and 
feelings?”



The Truth is, it’s impossible 
to define what emotions are 
precisely ...



But if you look closely, you’ll notice 
that emotions are something that 
appear in Inner Space ...

Apparently out of nowhere ...

And they seem to flow and move 
there in unique ways …



For purposes of discussion, let’s name 
the something that appears to flow 
or move, “energy” …



So, for our purposes here, and for 
simplicity, let’s define emotions as: 

“A movement of energy in 
Inner Space”



It’s all the same True 
Creative Essence in motion

Emotional Energy Is Made 
Out Of The Same “Raw 
Material” As Story Space!



True Creative Essence is 
the Space and all the 
movements of energy 
within it …





The speed of movement isn’t all we see if we look 
closely at emotion, however … 

There’s something else there … 

Within the movement itself, whether it’s slow, fast, 
very fast, or storm-like … 

There’s an infinite variety of expressions or 
“signatures” that are unique and distinct 



If I were to ask you if anger feels different from 
happiness ...  

Or if sadness feels different from excitement ... 

Or if depression feels different from embarrassment ... 

Or if love feels different from hate ... 

You’d say, “Yes, they FEEL different,” and you recognize 
the unique signatures instantly ...



So far, our examination has revealed that 
what we call emotion is a movement of 
energy with unique characteristics … 

All appearing in the vastness of Inner 
Space …



In this way, you could compare the 
movement of energy in Inner Space to a 
radio station ... 

And the unique characteristics of the 
movement to music ...



You tune your radio to a 
certain frequency and you 
hear rock music …

You tune to another frequency 
and you hear pop, classical, 
jazz, or new age music …

Each type of music has its own 
unique signature that’s easily 
recognizable …



Emotions are invisible … 

But imagine they would look something 
like this if you could see them ...





Emotional energy in Inner Space begins to 
move in unique ways ... 

And take on unique characteristics … 

In response to what happens in your life ...



Someone says something negative or critical about 
you, the energy moves in a specific way, maybe 
looking like this ...



Someone compliments you, the energy moves 
in a different way, maybe looking like this ...



Someone’s car smashes into your car at a stop light, 
the energy moves in another way, maybe looking 
like this ...



You get an unexpected big bonus check at work, 
the energy moves in a different way, maybe looking 
like this ...



Your partner leaves or breaks up with you, the 
energy moves in a different way, maybe looking 
like this ...



Emotions can also appear to be ...

• Heavy 

• Light 

• Big 

• Small 

• Jagged or sharp 

• Smooth 

• On and on through an infinite variety of possibilities ...



Why Does The Energy Respond 
Automatically To What Happens?

• True Creative Essence designed it that way … 

• As part of the “miracle” unique to The Human Experience 

• To enhance the enjoyment of The Experience … 

• True Creative Essence has no emotions in Its 
Natural State …

• So emotions are extremely fascinating and enjoyable to It



To summarize: 

1. Something happens in Inner Space or Story Space  

2. The emotional energy in Inner Space begins to move in specific 
ways and take on unique characteristics in response to what 
happened 

3. The different movements get named and judged (happy, sad, 
angry, excited, depressed, frustrated, etc.)  

4. Steps 2 and 3 repeat as new things happen to you  

5. You experience what appears to be different emotions as a result



Repeated for emphasis …



1. Something happens in Inner Space or Story Space  

2. The emotional energy in Inner Space begins to move in specific 
ways and take on unique characteristics in response to what 
happened 

3. The different movements get named and judged (happy, sad, 
angry, excited, depressed, frustrated, etc.)  

4. Steps 2 and 3 repeat as new things happen to you  

5. You experience what appears to be different emotions as a result



It Seems Like Emotions 
“Happen” In Your body

But They Don’t!



That’s Just Part Of The Story

They “Appear” In Inner Space 
Too, Which Is Very Different



Verify this for yourself now



True Creative Essence shapes itself 
into the precise movements of 
emotional energy we experience ...



To support our unfolding stories in 
each moment ...

In unique and beautiful ways ...

Like musical soundtracks support 
the unfolding of stories in movies …



Sensations



Bodily Sensations

Are Just “Waves Of Energy” That Appear 
Slightly Differently In Inner Space ...



The only difference between 
emotions and sensations is that 
sensations …

Have story linking them to 
certain parts of the body …



It Seems Like Sensations 
“Happen” In Your body…

But That’s Not The Truth!

Or They “Are” Your body…



That’s Just Part Of The Story

Sensations “Appear” In Inner 
Space Too, Which Is Very 
Different …



Verify this for yourself now



Thoughts, emotions and 
sensations tend to appear in 
groups and combinations ...



Certain types of groupings have 
very powerful impact on us ...



For most people, Inner Space 
is very “congested” by 
appearances and  groups ...



Sensations

Sensations

Sensations

Sensations
Sensations

Sensations



Some thoughts, emotions 
and sensations appear small



Thoughts

Feelings

Sensations

Inner Space



Others get 

zoomed  
in on ...



Thoughts

Feelings
Sensations



Others appear accompanied by 
a “magnetic force” that seems 
to “pull” you in ...



Vortex

Still others appear to 
suck “us” into a ...

That feels even 
stronger than the 
magnetic pull ...



A “desire” is really ...
Thought + emotion

Thought + body sensation

Thought + vortex or magnetic pull

Thought + body sensation + vortex 
or magnetic pull



If you look closely, which few 
of us do ... 

Apparently out of ... and into ...
“nowhere”

Thoughts, feelings, and sensations 
appear and disappear ...



When it appears, how it appears, or 
how long it stays …

You have absolutely no control over 
what appears in Inner Space ...



Repeated for emphasis ...



When it appears, how it appears, or 
how long it stays …

You have absolutely no control over 
what appears in Inner Space ...



• Conscious mind?

• Unconscious Mind?

• Dimensions?

• Levels of Consciousness?

• Planes of Existence?

• What are they ... really?



Appearances ...

Stories ...

That are “witnessed” in 
Inner Space



We can only experience what appears 
in Inner Space and Story Space ...

We’ll stay focused there for our 
time together here ...

Only examining what appears there



Much of how it all works is an 
unsolved mystery ...



But there are certain things 
we can observe and become 
aware of ...



At the story level (more to come 
on what I mean by that) …

Thoughts, emotions and sensations 
tend to be created or shaped by 
what I call ...

“The Mind Machine”



Depending on your awareness 
of traditional definitions … 

You may think what I’m calling  
“The Mind Machine” ... 

Is the same as what’s usually 
called the subconscious mind, 
unconscious mind, or ego



In some ways, those comparisons 
are accurate ...

But in other ways, as you’ll see, 
they’re not



Key Point ...
You’re invited to simply look 
at The Mind Machine in the 
way I depict it here … 

And resist the temptation to 
compare it or cobble it 
together with other ideas and 
concepts like subconscious, 
unconscious, ego, etc



Key Point ...
It is important to look at 
everything I share about The 
Mind Machine as a 
metaphor ... 

A model designed to point 
to something that’s 
impossible to define 
precisely with words, ideas, 
and concepts



I could write an entire book on just  
The Mind Machine ...

Maybe more than one book ...

But I’m keeping the description brief 
and focused for our purposes here



+



Take the Google search engine for example

The Google search engine sits quietly and waits 
for you to visit and type in a search phrase



When you do, it observes what you typed in ... 

It buzzes and whirrs, searches its database, and 
runs specific programs (“algorithms”) ... 

Search results then pop up on the screen ...



Input …  

buzz-whirr …  

output … 

lightning fast …  

mechanical and machine-like …



Of course, the quality of the results Google 
returns is totally dependent on:

• The quantity and quality of what’s stored in its 
database 

• What its programs were written to do 

• The specifics contained within its algorithms



If you type something into Google that it 
doesn’t recognize ... 

It’ll still buzz and whirr and pop out results, but 
they won’t help you ... 

Remember that, as it becomes important later



The Google database was 
built, and continues to 
grow, based on ...

What’s happening in the 
Internet-based “world”



As things happen on the Internet, 
Google finds out about them ...

Then adds new entries to its database, 
filing and classifying them according to 
its programs and algorithms



The folks at Google are obsessed 
with providing the most accurate 
results possible ...

So they change the programs and 
algorithms frequently in an effort to 
constantly improve



The Mind Machine works 
the same way!



The Mind Machine, as built and 
operated by True Creative Essence ...



Has been observing your life …

Adding to its database …

Creating and storing rules and 
formulas …

And modifying programs and 
algorithms ...



Since you were born …



Like Google, The Mind Machine sits 
quietly waiting for something to 
appear in Inner Space or Story Space



When something appears, The Mind 
Machine, like Google …

Buzzes, whirrs, searches its database, 
runs its programs, applies its 
algorithms ...

And “results” pop into Inner Space 
that you become aware of



“Results” = the Inner Space 
appearances we call thoughts, 
feelings, and bodily sensations …

Including combinations thereof



However, with The Mind Machine, 
the “result” is a …

STORY ...

About what was observed in Inner 
Space or Story Space ...



A STORY told through a 
combination of thoughts, 
emotions, and sensations ...



A STORY that’s rarely True 
or accurate ...

Although it certainly can be, 
at times, when it’s supportive  



Key Point:

There’s Always The Pure, Raw 
Experience ... And ... The Story The 
Mind Machine Makes Up About It 



Something always appears 
first in Inner Space or 
Story Space ...



“Pure, Raw Experience” is what 
I call it ...
It’s what always appears first 
in Inner Space or Story Space



After it appears in its pure, raw state, 
The Mind Machine hijacks it ...



Buzzes, whirrs, and tells 
you a made up, fictional 
story about it ...



In Phase 1, all The Mind Machine’s 
stories are designed to support 
Phase 1 dynamics ...

Meaning, stories about limitation, 
restriction, and being the 
opposite of who you really are ...



Mind Machine stories are structured 
and told in a special way ...



For purposes of discussion, imagine that when The 
Mind Machine buzzes and whirrs after observing 
something in Inner Space or Story Space ... 

A program runs that attempts to answer 3 questions: 

1. What is this? 
2. What does it mean? 
3. How should I respond?



To answer the questions, just like Google, 
The Mind Machine searches its database for 
“relevant” entries ...
 
If it finds relevant entries – again just like 
Google – it analyzes them in an attempt to 
find the “best” answers ...



•Observing appearances in Inner Space and 
Story Space  

•Asking the 3 questions 

•Answering the questions based on the 
information stored in its database and the 
programs and algorithms it uses to process data

All your life, The Mind Machine has been:



• Storing ALL the appearances and results 
in its ever-expanding database  

• Refining its programs and algorithms to 
get more and more efficient  

• Putting as much of the buzz-whirr output 
on autopilot as possible



Key Point ...
You’ll have the opportunity 
and ability to witness ... 

The activity in Inner Space 
slow down enough … 

So you can See The Mind 
Machine in action and 
verify all of this for yourself



To do its job, The Mind 
Machine must: 

• Break everything it observes 
into pieces  

• Label the pieces with words  
• Build stories about the pieces  
• Store the pieces, words, and 
stories in its database for 
future reference (like Google)



For example, when The Mind Machine 
observes objects in Story Space ...

It separates and labels them as chairs, cars, 
trees, mountains, people, etc.



When it observes emotions or sensations in 
Inner Space …

It separates them into “positive” and 
“negative,” feel-good, feel-bad ...

And labels them as love, hate, anger, fear, 
frustration, depression, happiness, excitement, 
peace …

Pain, headache, back ache, soreness, etc.



When it observes thoughts appearing 
in Inner Space …

It separates them into “positive” and 
“negative,” good, bad, crazy, sane …

Smart, stupid, accurate, inaccurate, 
helpful, driving me crazy, etc.



As you grow up, The Mind Machine 
“learns” …



It catalogs everything it observes and 
stores the catalog in its database 

Then, whenever it observes something 
that’s already in its database, it answers 
the 3 questions at lightning-fast speed



When The Mind Machine doesn’t recognize 
what it observes ...

The response time can be much slower ...

And like Google, the results aren’t usually 
accurate or helpful



You’ve experienced that a lot!



You call it ... 
“Being Confused”



“You” are not  “confused” …

It’s just that a machine you’ve 
come to think of as you  …

Doesn’t have solid answers to 
its 3 questions …



The cataloging process continues 
throughout your life ...

As The Mind Machine encounters more 
and more appearances in Inner Space and 
Story Space that aren’t in its database



We’re just about 
at the end of Day 1 
content now ...

And maybe this is 
already happening 
for you ...



Movie Night Tonight 

Time: 8 PM 

Place: Here



End Of 
Day 1



Closed Eye Support For Today ...


